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Abstract

Objectives—It remains controversial whether selective neuronal ischaemic change develops in patients with occlusion of the large cerebral arteries. Previous studies have shown atrophy of the corpus callosum with reduced cortical oxygen metabolism in large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases, which might be indirect evidence of loss of the neurons in cortical layer 3. Recent studies of patients with ischaemic cerebrovascular diseases have demonstrated reduced central benzodiazepine receptor (BZR) binding in the normal appearing cortical areas, which might be more direct evidence of changes of the neurons. Although pathophysiology of the decreased BZR is unclear, a decrease in the cortical BZR binding with neuronal loss would cause atrophy of the corpus callosum. The purpose of this study was to determine whether atrophy of the corpus callosum is associated with a decrease in cortical BZR binding in large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases.

Methods—Seven patients with occlusive diseases of the middle cerebral or internal carotid artery and only minor subcortical infarctions were studied. Single photon emission tomographic images of 123I-labeled iomazenil (IMZ) obtained 180 minutes after injection were analyzed for BZR binding. The midsagittal corpus callosum area/skull area ratio (on T1 weighted magnetic resonance images) was compared with the cerebral IMZ uptake/cerebellar IMZ uptake ratio.

Results—Compared with 23 age and sex matched control subjects, the patients had significantly decreased callosal area/skull area ratio. The degree of corpus callosum atrophy was significantly and strongly (p=0.99, p<0.02) correlated with that of the decreases in the mean cerebral cortical IMZ uptake ratio.

Conclusion—Corpus callosum atrophy may occur in association with a decrease in cortical BZR binding in large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases. Corpus callosum atrophy with decreased cortical BZR binding might reflect cortical neuronal damage in large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases.
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In patients with large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases, low perfusion or microembolism may produce ischaemic changes that are not detectable as infarction on CT or MRI. Neuropathological studies have demonstrated cortical granular atrophy or watershed territory microemboli in the cerebral cortex distal to large cerebral arterial occlusion. In addition, recent observations in both humans and animals also suggest that selective cortical neuronal loss results from occlusion of the large cerebral arteries accompanied by ischaemia of moderate severity. However, it remains controversial whether selective neuronal ischaemic change develops in patients with occlusion of the large cerebral arteries, because a direct demonstration of the cortical neuronal loss in the living brain is not possible.

To consider the issue of neuronal loss without infarction in large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases, indirect markers for neuronal damage including brain atrophy and hypometabolism have been investigated. Atrophy of the corpus callosum may be an indirect but sensitive indicator of ischaemic cortical neuronal loss. The largest fraction of neurons projecting into the corpus callosum is the large pyramidal cells in layer 3, which is one of the groups of cortical neurons most vulnerable to ischaemia. Therefore, callosal atrophy may result from cortical ischaemic damages. Reduced cerebral cortical oxygen metabolism without morphological changes, which surgical reperfusion can not improve, has been demonstrated in occlusive diseases of the internal carotid artery (ICA) or middle cerebral artery (MCA) by using PET, suggesting that some irreversible damage may occur. Our previous studies showed that a decrease in bilateral cerebral cortical oxygen metabolism occurs in association with callosal atrophy in patients with ICA occlusive disease, suggesting that ischaemic neuronal loss may contribute to the reduced cerebral oxygen metabolism. However, to consider this issue further, a more direct marker for neuronal damage was needed.

Recent development of imaging techniques makes it possible to visualise the distribution of central type benzodiazepine receptors (BZR) in humans by using 123I labelled flumazenil for PET or 123I labelled iomazenil (IMZ) for single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). Benzodiazepine receptors are known to be coupled with γ-amino butyric acid receptors and chloride channel proteins, and
central BZRs exist in the membrane of neurons. Thus, imaging of the central BZRs, which are expressed by most cortical neurons, might detect neuronal damage, which could not be evaluated directly by other neuroimaging modalities. Recent studies have demonstrated reduction in BZR binding in the normal appearing cortical areas on CT and MRI in patients with cerebrovascular diseases, the degree of which was related to the presence of cortical signs, suggesting that selective neuronal change might be caused by ischaemia. However, pathophysiology of the decreased BZR is unclear, and the relative contribution to the decreases in BZR binding of reduced receptors on remaining neurons and loss of neurons cannot be determined from the imaging of BZR only.

In this study, we further considered the issue of selective cortical neuronal loss by using callosal atrophy and BZR binding as an indirect marker of neuronal loss and a more direct marker of neuronal change, respectively. If a decrease in the cortical BZR binding in the normal appearing cortical areas reflects ischaemic neuronal loss in large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases, callosal atrophy may accompany it. To our knowledge, no study has systematically analysed the relation between BZR binding and morphological measures of brain atrophy, including callosal size. The objective of this study was to investigate whether atrophy of the corpus callosum is associated with a decrease in cortical BZR binding in large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases.

Subjects and methods

Subjects

We studied seven consecutive patients with large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases using MRI, SPECT, and PET. All subjects were right-handed men aged 57 to 72 years (mean (SD) 63 (6) years). Two patients had transient ischaemic attacks and five had minor stroke with mild disability. Brain MRI disclosed only minor subcortical infarctions defined as well demarcated hypointense areas, <2 cm in diameter, on T1 weighted MRI in the MCA territory of the hemisphere with the arterial disease. None of the patients had any symptoms suggesting vertebrobasilar ischaemia, and they showed no cerebellar or brainstem abnormalities on MRI. Conventional angiography showed unilateral MCA occlusion in two patients, unilateral ICA stenosis in two patients (75% and 90% diameter reduction), unilateral ICA occlusion in two patients, and ICA occlusion with contralateral ICA stenosis (50%) in one patient. In the patient with bilateral disease, the symptomatic vascular lesion involved ICA occlusion. The vertebrobasilar system was angiographically normal in all patients. No patient had any history of taking drugs that would affect BZR. Two patients had a history of hypertension, and two others had diabetes mellitus. In all patients, the MRI, SPECT, and PET evaluations were performed within 2 months. The interval between the last symptoms and these evaluations ranged from 4 to 24 months (mean (SD) 12 (8) months). All subjects gave informed consent to the conventional angiography, SPECT, and PET studies.

For the MRI measurements, we studied 23 age matched right handed male subjects, aged 52 to 76 years (mean (SD) 65 (6) years), as controls. Seven had a history of hypertension, and five others had diabetes mellitus. Another six age matched normal male subjects (mean (SD) 61 (2) years), who had no history of medical or psychiatric disorder were used for IMZ SPECT study. All of these subjects showed normal neurological findings and no specific neurological diseases other than tension type headache. None exhibited any abnormal MRI findings, except for a few punctate high intensity areas of various degrees in the subcortical white matter on T2 weighted images without corresponding abnormality on T1 weighted images.

MRI

Brain MRI was performed with a unit (Signa, General Electric, Milwaukee, WI, USA) that operated at a field strength of 1.5 Tesla, once for each subject. The T1 weighted sagittal and axial images were obtained using a spin echo pulse sequence (repetition time 400 ms; echo time 15 ms). Axial T2 weighted images were also obtained with spin echo pulse sequences (repetition time 3000 ms; echo time 100 ms). Axial images were obtained parallel to the orbitomeatal line. The slice thickness was 3 mm for sagittal images and 5 mm for axial images. Sections were contiguous in the sagittal plane and had an intersection gap of 1.8 mm in the axial plane.

The extent of atrophy of the corpus callosum on midsagittal images was measured by using a computer assisted image analyser (FDM98–1; Photron, Tokyo, Japan) and a personal computer (PC-9801; Nihon Electric Co, Tokyo, Japan), as previously described. In brief, each MR scan (one scan for each subject) was recorded with a video camera and digitised by the image analyser with the use of a 256×256 data matrix and a 64 step grey scale. For the tracing technique, an outline of each structure was done manually with a mouse cursor. The number of pixels with signal intensities that corresponded to the predetermined level that was set for the region of interest (ROI) was then counted. The level was automatically determined as the range from the maximum pixel value to the mean value of the maximum and minimum values, in which the maximum value was the maximum pixel value of the corpus callosum and the minimum value was that of the background (the CSF space). The total area of the corpus callosum was measured. To control for variation in skull size, we measured the areas of the midline internal skull surface by manually tracing the line through the inner table, foramen magnum, clivus, sellar diaphragm, and jugum sphenoidale, and we then calculated the total callosal area/skull area ratio as a percentage.

In the measurement of the extent of enlargement of the lateral ventricles, the T1 weighted axial section through the image that contained...
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The largest extent of the bodies of the lateral ventricles was quantitatively analysed in a similar way. The level that was set for the lateral ventricles was determined as the range from the minimum value to the mean value of the maximum and minimum values minus 1, where the maximum value was the maximum pixel value of the surrounding white matter and the minimum value was the minimum pixel value of the lateral ventricles. We also measured the areas of the axial internal skull surfaces by tracing the inner table and calculated the lateral ventricular area/skull area ratio as a percentage, separately for each hemisphere.

In the measurement of the extent of atrophy of the cerebral cortex, three T1 weighted axial sections parallel to the orbitomeatal line (corresponding to the levels of the basal ganglia, the body of lateral ventricle, and the centrum semiovale, respectively) were analysed. We measured the area of the subarachnoid space. The level that was set for the subarachnoid space was determined as the range from the minimum value to the mean value of the maximum and minimum values minus 1, where the maximum value was half the value of the maximum pixel value of the hemispheric white matter and the minimum value was the minimum pixel value of the subarachnoid space. The mean hemispheric value of subarachnoid space area/skull area ratio (as a percentage) was calculated separately for each hemisphere.

All measurements were performed by one investigator who was unaware of the clinical status of the patients. Before this study, the observer reliability of our procedure was evaluated for 20 subjects with or without neurological diseases. There was high intraobserver reliability for the measurement of callosal area/skull area ratio, lateral ventricular area/skull area ratio, and subarachnoid space area/skull area ratio (r=0.98, p<0.001; r=0.99, p<0.001; and r=0.98, p<0.001, respectively).

To grade white matter lesions, axial T2 weighted images were visually evaluated, separately for each hemisphere. Most of these lesions corresponded to the so called unidentified bright objects. The size of each white matter high intensity lesion, including areas of infarction on T1 weighted images, was graded from 1 to 9, with higher numbers indicative of larger size. A score of 1 was given to lesions with diameter <0.5 cm; 2, 1 cm; 3, 1.5 cm; 4, 2 cm; 5, 2.5 cm; 6, 3 cm; 7, 3.5 cm; 8, 4 cm; and 9 to lesions with diameter >4 cm. Hemispheric white matter lesion scores were calculated by summing the scores for all lesions in each hemisphere.

SPECT AND PET

For SPECT imaging, a triple head rotating gamma camera (GCA9300A, Toshiba) was used. The spatial resolution was 12 mm full width half maximum (FWHM) in the centre of the field of the view, and the axial resolution was 23.5 mm FWHM. Each patient received 222 MBq IMZ by a 1.5 ml intravenous bolus injection. Data acquisition was started at 5 minutes and at 165 minutes after injection and was continued for 30 minutes (early and late IMZ images, respectively). The late images are reported to represent a relative map of BZR binding. The image was reconstructed as 128×128 matrix with 16 slices, with each voxel being 2.0×2.0×6.8 mm in actual size. Another six normal age matched control subjects were examined under a similar protocol.

PET was performed on all patients with the use of a commercially available system (PCT-3600W, Hitachi Medical Co, Tokyo, Japan). This system simultaneously acquires 15 slices with a centre to centre distance of 7 mm. All scans were obtained at a resolution of a 7.5 mm FWHM in the transaxial direction and 6.5 mm in the axial direction in the wobbling mode. Patients were positioned with the orbitomeatal line parallel to the detector rings. Before PET was performed, "germanium/gallium transmission scanning was performed for 20 minutes for attenuation correction. For the O gas study, C15O and 15O were inhaled continuously at 300 MBq and 500 MBq per minute, respectively. The scan time was 5 minutes, and arterial blood was sampled three times during each scan. We calculated cerebral blood flow (CBF), cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2), and oxygen extraction fraction (OEF) based on the deconvolution method. Inhalation of 1.20 GBq C15O was used to measure CBV, and CMRO2, and OEF were corrected with respect to the CBV. Functional images were reconstructed as 128×128 pixels in 15 slices, with each voxel representing 2.0×2.0×7.0 mm in actual size.

Data from SPECT and PET were reconstructed into three dimensional images which were parallel to the orbitomeatal line, and each image consisted of 64 planes with 2 mm cubic voxels. IMZ SPECT images were coregistered to the CBF image using an SPM95 realignment subroutine. To compare IMZ SPECT and PET images quantitatively, three sets of SPECT and PET images parallel to the orbitomeatal line (corresponding to the levels of the basal ganglia, the body of lateral ventricle, and the centrum semiovale, respectively) were analysed. Regions of interest (ROIs) were placed on the CBF images, and each image was examined by placing a total of 15 to 17 circular ROIs 12 mm in diameter compactly over the grey matter of the cortex. According to the atlas written by Kretschmann and Weinrich, the ROIs in all three images were included in the distribution of the anterior cerebral artery, MCA, and posterior cerebral artery, as well as the watershed areas between the anterior cerebral artery and MCA (anterior watershed) and between the MCA and posterior cerebral artery (posterior watershed). The mean hemispheric and cerebral values were calculated as the average of the MCA, anterior watershed, and posterior watershed ROI, and each was weighted by region size. The same ROIs were transferred to the IMZ SPECT and CMRO2 images respectively. The ROIs were also drawn on the bilateral putamen and lenticular cortices. In the calculation of regional relative distribution of central BZR, the cerebellum was used as a reference area, and the relative IMZ uptake
The ratio of the mean hemispheric or cerebral IMZ uptake to the mean IMZ uptake in the bilateral cerebellar cortices was subjected to analysis.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

Differences between the patients and controls were assessed using a Mann-Whitney U test or a Kruskal-Wallis test with post hoc Mann-Whitney U test as appropriate. Spearman’s rank correlation was used for correlation between the two variables. Statistical significance was accepted at p<0.05. Multiple linear and stepwise regression analyses were used to analyse the relations among the callosal area/skull area ratio, the subarachnoid space area/skull area ratio, the ventricular area/skull area ratio, white matter lesion scores, the relative cerebral cortical IMZ uptake, the values of cortical CMRO2, the patient age, and the time between the last symptoms and the MRI evaluation.

**Results**

The total callosal/skull area ratio in patients was significantly decreased compared with that in the controls. The relative cerebral cortical IMZ uptake in the hemisphere ipsilateral to symptomatic arterial diseases was significantly decreased compared with that in the controls. When expressed as a percentage of the control value, the severity of callosal atrophy was greater than that of the decreases of IMZ uptake (table, fig 1).

In the patients, the total callosal/skull area ratio showed a very strong correlation with the relative mean cerebral cortical IMZ uptake \((r=0.99, p<0.02, \text{fig 2})\). The total callosal/skull area ratio was not significantly correlated with the total white matter lesion scores \((r=-0.67, p=0.10)\). When controlling for the total white matter lesion scores, the correlation between the total callosal/skull area ratio and the relative mean cerebral cortical IMZ uptake was still highly significant (partial correlation coefficient=0.96, \(p<0.005\)).

The relative mean cerebral cortical IMZ uptake was not significantly correlated with the mean cerebral value of subarachnoid space area/skull area ratio \((r=0.27, p=0.51)\). When controlling for the mean cerebral value of subarachnoid space area/skull area ratio, the correlation between the total callosal/skull area ratio and the relative mean cerebral cortical IMZ uptake was still highly significant (partial correlation coefficient=0.95, \(p<0.005\)). The relative mean cerebral cortical IMZ uptake was

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative IMZ uptake</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Ipsilateral</th>
<th>Contralateral</th>
<th>Corpus callosum Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal controls</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>4.17 (0.42)</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>91.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>3.31 (0.95)*</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of control value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>79.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ipsilateral**=Hemisphere ipsilateral to symptomatic arterial diseases; **contralateral**=the hemisphere contralateral to symptomatic arterial diseases.

Values are mean (SD).

\*p<0.05; \#p=0.06 vs controls (Mann-Whitney U test).

\#p<0.05, versus controls (Kruskal-Wallis test with post hoc Mann-Whitney U test).

![Figure 1](http://jnnp.bmj.com/)

**Figure 1** Examples of corpus callosum atrophy as depicted on T1 weighted images \((TR=400 \text{ ms}, TE=15 \text{ ms})\) (first column), and SPECT images, from which was derived the relative iomazenil uptake \((\text{IMZ, according to a pseudocolour scale ranging from 0 to 150\%})\) (third column), PET images, from which was derived the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen \((\text{CMRO}_2, \text{from } 0 \text{ to } 4 \text{ ml/100 g/min})\) (last column), and the corresponding three dimensional MR images \((TR=40 \text{ ms}, TE=5 \text{ ms}, \text{flip angle}=40^\circ, \text{FOV}=24 \text{ cm})\) (second column). **Upper row**: severe atrophy of the corpus callosum with anterior predominance (arrow) and decreases in IMZ uptake and CMRO2 accentuated in the right frontal cortex (arrows); **Lower row**: mild atrophy with mild decreases in IMZ uptake and CMRO2 in the left parietal cortex (arrows).
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The major cause of callosal atrophy did not seem likely to be primary ischaemic damage of the corpus callosum, because T2 weighted MR images showed no high intensity areas in the corpus callosum in all cases. The corpus callosum is relatively resistant to hypoperfusion.\(^{10}\) White matter damage also seemed unlikely to be the major cause, because the correlation of cortical IMZ uptake with callosal size was independent of the degree of white matter damage. Previous studies also showed that subcortical infarct dose not necessarily associated with decreased BZR binding in the overlying cerebral cortex.\(^{11,10}\) Although a functional down regulation of the BZR in the perilesional tissue may be caused by focal cortical lesions,\(^{11}\) a simple down regulation does not cause callosal atrophy, if it does not accompany the processes which result in neuronal death. Thus, the best explanation of the parallel decrease in callosal size and IMZ uptake may be primary cortical damage leading to loss of the neurons.\(^{7}\) The vulnerability of cortical layer 3 may explain the finding that the degree of callosal atrophy was greater than that of the decreases in IMZ uptake.\(^{1}\) The magnitude of the decrease of IMZ uptake may reflect the degree of neuronal damage among all cortical layers, whereas the magnitude of callosal atrophy may reflect the degree of the loss of the neurons in layer 3. However, we cannot exclude completely the possibility of secondary cortical neuronal degeneration or synaptic changes caused by axonal damage in the white matter, because the severity of axonal damage may not correlate with the degree of high intensities on T2 weighted MR images.

In patients with large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases, all the white matter damage, cortical atrophy, decreased cortical oxygen metabolism, and decreased cortical IMZ uptake may be associated with callosal atrophy through cortical neuronal damage, and decreased IMZ uptake may be the best indicator of cortical neuronal damage among these variables. White matter lesions on T2 weighted MRI in the patients studied, may make only a small contribution to callosal atrophy as focal white matter damage. The main constituent of white matter lesions in this study was a confluent high intensity area in the terminal area (deep watershed area). This white matter lesion may indicate the existence of global haemodynamic insufficiency, which may cause diffuse ischaemic changes in the cerebral cortex, leading to callosal atrophy.\(^{11,10}\) Atrophy of the cerebral cortex may be correlated with cortical neuronal loss, but it may not reflect a mild degree of neuronal loss due to reactive gliosis. Changes in IMZ uptake were detected even in patients with a slight cortical atrophy in this study. Reduced oxygen metabolism in the normal appearing cortical areas may result not only from neuronal damage but also from functional deactivation due to loss of the activating influences from the lesion.\(^{15}\) The contribution of the deactivation to the reduced metabolism leads to the weak correlation between cortical oxygen metabolism and callosal size. Decreased IMZ uptake among the

Discussion

This study showed that atrophy of the corpus callosum is associated with a decrease in the cerebral cortical BZR binding in large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases with only minor subcortical infarction in the chronic stage. We found that the total callosal area/skull area ratio was significantly decreased in patients compared with control subjects. The severity of callosal atrophy varied, but was strongly correlated with the decrease of the relative mean cerebral cortical IMZ uptake. Stepwise regression analysis showed that, among the decreased relative IMZ uptake, white matter lesions, cortical atrophy, ventricular dilatation, and decreased cortical oxygen metabolism, the decrease in cortical neuronal damage was the most important independent factor for callosal atrophy.

There are several possible mechanisms for corpus callosal atrophy with decreased cortical BZR binding in large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases. A decrease in callosal size may result from primary ischaemic changes of the corpus callosum, or axonal degeneration from cortical neuronal loss or white matter damage. On the other hand, a decrease in IMZ uptake may result from cortical neuronal loss of ischaemic origin, neuron degeneration due to white matter/callosum infarcts, terminal degeneration, or receptor down regulation due to undercutting or impaired protein synthesis.

The magnitude of callosal atrophy was greater than that of the decreases in IMZ uptake, suggesting that the decrease of IMZ uptake may reflect the degree of the loss of the neurons in layer 3. However, we cannot exclude completely the possibility of secondary cortical neuronal degeneration or synaptic changes caused by axonal damage in the white matter, because the severity of axonal damage may not correlate with the degree of high intensities on T2 weighted MR images.

When the hemispheric values of the relative IMZ uptake, the CMRO\(_2\), the subarachnoid space area/skull area ratio, the ventricular area/skull area ratio, the white matter lesion scores, the patient age, and the time between the last symptoms and the MRI evaluation were entered in a stepwise regression analysis, the hemispheric values of the relative IMZ uptake in the bilateral hemispheres accounted for a significant proportion of the variances of the total callosal/skull area ratio, with adjusted \(R^2=0.81\); the other variables did not significantly contribute to the magnitudes of this \(R^2\).

**Figure 2** Scatter diagram plotting the total callosal area/skull area ratio against the relative mean cerebral cortical IMZ uptake. The relative IMZ uptake is the ratio of the cerebral IMZ uptake to the mean IMZ uptake in the bilateral cerebellar cortices. The line was generated by simple linear regression.
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The major cause of callosal atrophy did not seem likely to be primary ischaemic damage of the corpus callosum, because T2 weighted MR images showed no high intensity areas in the corpus callosum in all cases. The corpus callosum is relatively resistant to hypoperfusion.\(^{10}\) White matter damage also seemed unlikely to be the major cause, because the correlation of cortical IMZ uptake with callosal size was independent of the degree of white matter damage. Previous studies also showed that subcortical infarct dose not necessarily associated with decreased BZR binding in the overlying cerebral cortex.\(^{11,10}\) Although a functional down regulation of the BZR in the perilesional tissue may be caused by focal cortical lesions,\(^{11}\) a simple down regulation does not cause callosal atrophy, if it does not accompany the processes which result in neuronal death. Thus, the best explanation of the parallel decrease in callosal size and IMZ uptake may be primary cortical damage leading to loss of the neurons.\(^{7}\) The vulnerability of cortical layer 3 may explain the finding that the degree of callosal atrophy was greater than that of the decreases in IMZ uptake.\(^{1}\) The magnitude of the decrease of IMZ uptake may reflect the degree of neuronal damage among all cortical layers, whereas the magnitude of callosal atrophy may reflect the degree of the loss of the neurons in layer 3. However, we cannot exclude completely the possibility of secondary cortical neuronal degeneration or synaptic changes caused by axonal damage in the white matter, because the severity of axonal damage may not correlate with the degree of high intensities on T2 weighted MR images.

In patients with large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases, all the white matter damage, cortical atrophy, decreased cortical oxygen metabolism, and decreased cortical IMZ uptake may be associated with callosal atrophy through cortical neuronal damage, and decreased IMZ uptake may be the best indicator of cortical neuronal damage among these variables. White matter lesions on T2 weighted MRI in the patients studied, may make only a small contribution to callosal atrophy as focal white matter damage. The main constituent of white matter lesions in this study was a confluent high intensity area in the terminal area (deep watershed area). This white matter lesion may indicate the existence of global haemodynamic insufficiency, which may cause diffuse ischaemic changes in the cerebral cortex, leading to callosal atrophy.\(^{11,10}\) Atrophy of the cerebral cortex may be correlated with cortical neuronal loss, but it may not reflect a mild degree of neuronal loss due to reactive gliosis. Changes in IMZ uptake were detected even in patients with a slight cortical atrophy in this study. Reduced oxygen metabolism in the normal appearing cortical areas may result not only from neuronal damage but also from functional deactivation due to loss of the activating influences from the lesion.\(^{15}\) The contribution of the deactivation to the reduced metabolism leads to the weak correlation between cortical oxygen metabolism and callosal size. Decreased IMZ uptake among the
hypometabolic cortical regions may provide evidence of neuronal damage that could lead to callosal atrophy.

The decrease in cortical IMZ uptake may also have resulted from cortical atrophy through the partial volume effect. However, cortical IMZ uptake was not correlated with the degree of cortical atrophy, and the correlation between callosal size and cortical IMZ uptake was highly significant with adjustment for cortical atrophy. We estimated the degree of cortical atrophy from the three MRI slices corresponding to the three SPECT images analyzed. Thus, to confirm our results, an examination of the effect of atrophy on the measurements by using the methods which involve doing corrections of SPECT data for atrophy based on co-registration of MRI and SPECT and adjusting the difference of resolution between the two studies may be needed. In addition, different structures were used for the measurements of atrophy and of BZR binding in this study. Thus, we cannot exclude the possibility that callosal atrophy and a decrease in IMZ uptake may be two distinct phenomena lacking any causal relation.

In conclusion, atrophy of the corpus callosum is associated with a decrease in cortical BZR binding in large cerebral arterial occlusive disease. Corpus callosum atrophy with decreased cortical BZR binding may reflect cortical neuronal damage, although the entity of neuronal loss without infarction remains to be pathologically confirmed in patients with occlusion of the large cerebral arteries. Callosal atrophy might be a sensitive indicator of ischaemic neuronal loss when considering vulnerability of cortical layer 3, whereas the decrease in IMZ uptake might clearly reflect the regional distribution of neuronal damage. A regional decrease of neurons, which might be shown by decreased IMZ uptake, may be related to focal cortical signs such as aphasia, whereas diffuse neuronal loss, which might be shown by callosal atrophy, may be related to global cognitive deterioration. Thus, the concomitant evaluations of IMZ uptake and callosal size could enhance the power of the assessment of cortical ischaemic damage in patients with large cerebral arterial occlusive diseases.
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